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ORGANIZATION OF MISO STATES, INC. 

Board of Directors Meeting  
Conference Call Minutes 

August 16, 2012 
 
Approved September 13, 2012 
 
Robert Kenney, President of the Organization of MISO States, Inc. (OMS), called the August 16, 
2012 meeting of the OMS Board of Directors to order via conference call at approximately 1:00 
p.m. (CDT). The following board members or their proxies participated in the meeting: 
  

John Colgan, Illinois 
Kari Bennett, Indiana 
Libby Jacobs, Iowa 
Talina Mathews, proxy for Linda Breathitt, Kentucky 
Regis Gosselin, Manitoba 
Orjiakor Isiogu, Michigan 
David Boyd, Minnesota (left call early, Burl Haar was proxy) 
Robert Kenney, Missouri 
Brad Molnar, Montana 
Brian Kalk, North Dakota 
Gary Hanson, South Dakota (left call early, Greg Rislov was proxy) 
Eric Callisto, Wisconsin 

Absent 
None 

 
Agency members participating 
Randy Rismiller – Illinois 
Richard Raff – Kentucky 
Parveen Baig – Iowa 
Jessica Van Deusen – Michigan 
Burl Haar – Minnesota 
Kim Moran – Montana 
Greg Rislov – South Dakota 
John Feit, Don Neumeyer, Staff – Wisconsin 
 
Others on the call 
Bill Smith – OMS Staff 

 
The directors and proxies listed above established the necessary quorum for the meeting of at least 
seven directors being present. 
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Approval of Minutes from the July 12 Board Meeting 
The minutes were accepted as distributed. 

 
Treasurer’s Report of July 2012 

There were no questions regarding the July 2012 OMS Treasurer’s report. It was accepted as 
distributed. 

 
Review of the July 27, 2012 Executive Committee Meeting 

Robert Kenney reviewed this meeting and highlighted the following: 
• Nominating Committee status; 
• Personnel & Compensation Committee status; 
• Review of the July 18th MISO Advisory Committee meeting on governance. 

 
Administrative Report 

The Executive Director’s written report was distributed prior to the meeting. Bill Smith 
highlighted the following: 

• Proposed OMS 2013 budget; 
• The Nominating Committee report will require a by-law change; 
• There is an MGA Energy Conference in St. Paul on October 9-10. Bill Smith requested 

approval to offer reimbursement to one environmental officer per state in addition to 
OMS representatives. There were no objections. 

 
BUSINESS 
 
1.  MISO Advisory Committee 

• Robert Kenney indicated that the agenda was attached and he will be attending and giving 
the regulatory sector update. There were no voting items. 

 
2.  Planning Advisory Committee – Eric Callisto 

• A written report was submitted.  
• Eric Callisto thanked Jessica Van Deusen for her fine work on the PAC issues. 

 
3.  Action Item: Comments to FERC, MISO-PJM Seams Portability Issues, Docket AD12-

16 
• John Feit presented the comments. He characterized them as relatively soft and pointed out 

the cautions in the document.  
• The general tenor is that further study of the issues is needed and that the proper forum is 

the Joint and Common Market Initiative. The deadline to file is August 17. 
 

John Colgan moved to adopt the comments. Eric Callisto seconded. A roll call vote was taken: 
 
Illinois - aye 
Indiana - aye 
Iowa - aye 
Kentucky - aye 
Manitoba - abstain 
Michigan - aye 
Minnesota - aye 
Missouri - aye 
Montana - aye 
North Dakota - aye 
South Dakota - absent 
Wisconsin – aye 
 
The motion passed with 10 ayes, 1 abstention, and 1 absent. 
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4.  Action Item: Hot Topic Comment on Seams Issues 
• Chris Devon presented the OMS hot topic draft. 
• Tia Elliott offered alternative language on behalf of the Indiana URC that relates to a specific 

operational issue that Indiana has been dealing with regarding improper modeling resulting 
in an unrecognized seam. Following discussion, the amended Indiana language was 
included as a footnote. 

 
Eric Callisto moved to file the comments to MISO as amended and clarified. Orjiakor Isiogu 
seconded. The motion passed by unanimous voice vote. 

 
5.  Action Item: OMS Brief to the 7th Circuit on Cost Allocation 

• This item was discussed out of order. Bill Smith presented the background on this item and 
introduced Kelly Daly, an attorney representing the Michigan PSC. Kelly gave the Board an 
overview of the issues involved. 

• Bill Smith then asked the Board if OMS should join this intervener brief.  It was noted that 
the other parties to the appeal had provided a thorough briefing of the issues. Robert 
Kenney indicated that he was concerned that an OMS brief might be redundant. Eric Callisto 
stated he was not comfortable supporting a particular brief without seeing it first. John 
Colgan said the ICC was filing its own brief and was not interested signing on to anyone 
else’s brief.  

• Kelly Daly indicated she could circulate the brief Michigan was intending to file by Monday 
for review. An email vote will be taken on Tuesday, August 21 to determine if OMS will sign 
on. 

 
6.  Possible Action Item: FERC Gas/Electric Coordination – Review of FERC Regional 
Meeting 

• Robert Kenney gave an overview of the FERC’s August 6 meeting and proposed draft 
comments be filed with FERC on this issue.  

 
After discussion, Robert Kenney moved to file the comments as amended with the updated data 
regarding retirements. Kari Bennett seconded. The motion passed by unanimous voice vote. 

 
7.  Action Item: OMS Comments to MISO on ROFR 

• Jessica Van Deusen spoke, indicating the Regional Planning work group was seeking 
guidance going forward. She presented the previously distributed informational briefing 
paper and flow chart and there was discussion on the ROFR process.  

• Eric Callisto suggested the working group take a look at the proposed tariff language that 
will be released prior to the next ROFR meeting and bring a summary back to the Board. 

 
8.  Governance Issues Review 

• This item was taken out of order and discussed first. Robert Kenney highlighted the 
background on this issue and history of the documents being considered at this meeting. 

• Eric Callisto presented the August 10th version of the proposal for Enhanced OMS Authority 
and outlined the changes made to the document and the reasons for them since it was last 
presented to the Board on July 6th. The Board then engaged in discussion about the 
document. 

• John Colgan and Randy Rismiller brought up three issues that Illinois had concerns about. 
The first had to do with the section on planning in terms of portfolio versus individual 
elements of the portfolio. Second was in regard to projects that are happening intra-state 
but costs are being allocated between states. Third was the revision to the “yellow light” 
procedure. 

• Randy Rismiller presented Illinois’ specific concerns. Regarding the issue of portfolio vs. 
individual elements of the portfolio, Illinois requested deletion of the reference to the 
section being only applicable to a portfolio and have MISO provide states with benefit-cost 
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data on a project specific and state specific basis, if not a more granular level. By limiting 
the data to the portfolio level, you miss out on the data that is needed to assess the benefit 
of the project to consumers.  

• Eric Callisto pointed out that specific language was a compromise with MISO.  
• Robert Kenney indicated that some state specific data was already available from MISO and 

questioned whether analysis of individual lines in the portfolio was actually helpful to the 
overall portfolio analysis.  

• Randy Rismiller again indicated that it was Illinois’ position that to analyze projects whose 
costs will be allocated to their state, they really need to see the benefit-cost data on a 
granular basis, at the project level and at least to the state level if not to the local 
transmission owner zone level.  

• Greg Rislov said that while he appreciated Illinois’ position, he did not agree with it and that 
type of analysis would end up putting walls around each state’s borders, especially in terms 
of MVP lines. 

• Randy Rismiller then presented Illinois’ second concern regarding the yellow light section. 
He indicated their concern was the language that limited the yellow light to “other than for 
intra-state BRP RECB 1 projects.” Illinois suggested replacing that language with language 
from the Section 205 filing that refers to projects for which costs would be allocated to more 
than one state.  

• After discussion, Eric Callisto suggested a compromise that would modify the yellow light 
provision to exclude only BRPs under 345kV. Randy Rismiller again expressed concern that 
the language between the two proposals was inconsistent. Robert Kenney agreed that if a 
consensus were reached on the yellow light language it would be applied to both 
documents. Kari Bennett indicated that Indiana was not in favor of anything that would hold 
up BRP projects, but could support the proposed 345kV threshold. This change was 
approved by consensus. 

• Illinois’ third point had to do with the limited class of projects the yellow light will apply to. 
They are concerned there may be no projects that would meet the criteria defined in the 
proposal and, because the business case development stage occurs fairly late in the 
planning year, that there would be a limited or nearly non-existent window to exercise the 
yellow light and that there would be no new cost estimations that would take place in that 
window, prohibiting use of 25% cost escalation mechanism. 

• Brad Molnar expressed Montana’s support for Illinois concerns. He indicated his belief that 
the states have a right and an obligation to rate payers to ensure projects have a good 
business case and have value to their constituencies. 

• After additional discussion, Eric Callisto suggested making the cost escalation mechanism 
measurable based on the original project cost against cost estimates that MISO would 
provide at OMS’s request. John Colgan indicated that language change was helpful. 

• Robert Kenney then began discussion of the Section 205 document. The document was 
unchanged since the July 6th meeting. He suggested including similar language to that 
adopted in the enhanced authority document regarding the 345kV threshold. There was 
then discussion about the retroactive application and the frequency with which MISO re-
evaluates projects. 

• Robert Kenney then reviewed the voting threshold issue for both proposals. He proposed to 
set the voting threshold at 66% of the OMS voting members. Kari Bennett, David Boyd, and 
Libby Jacobs expressed their support for the proposal.  David Boyd asked if the practice of 
holding the votes open for email voting after the meeting would still be in effect. Robert 
Kenney indicated that there is nothing in the by-laws to prohibit that, but there may need to 
be a by-law change to clarify and specifically address that concern. Brian Kalk indicated that 
he preferred a higher threshold, but could support the current proposal. Eric Callisto pointed 
out that 66% of the current membership is 8 of 12 states; if OMS expands to include the 
Entergy States, it would be 12 of 17 states. He indicated he could support that. 
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Robert Kenney moved that the voting thresholds in the Section 205 document and in the 
planning document be modified to reflect 66% of the OMS voting members. Kari Bennett 
seconded. A roll call vote was taken: 
 
Illinois - aye 
Indiana - aye 
Iowa - aye 
Kentucky - absent 
Manitoba - abstain 
Michigan - aye 
Minnesota - aye 
Missouri - aye 
Montana - aye 
North Dakota - aye 
South Dakota - aye 
Wisconsin - aye 
 
The motion passed with 10 ayes, 0 nays, 1 abstention, and 1 absent. 

 
• Brian Kalk then presented North Dakota’s concern, which had to do with the 5-year 

transition period. North Dakota prefers not to wait the proposed 5 years. Robert Kenney 
explained why the language was included. Kalk accepted that explanation and indicated that 
the remaining concerns expressed in their document had been addressed already in 
previous discussion. 

 
Robert Kenney then moved to adopt the August 10, 2012 OMS Proposal for Enhanced Planning 
Authority as amended as an official OMS proposal. Orjiakor Isiogu seconded. A roll call vote was 
taken: 

 
Illinois - aye 
Indiana - aye 
Iowa - aye 
Kentucky - absent 
Manitoba - abstain 
Michigan - aye 
Minnesota - aye 
Missouri - aye 
Montana - aye 
North Dakota - aye 
South Dakota - aye 
Wisconsin - aye 
 
The motion passed with 10 ayes, 0 nays, 1 abstention, and 1 absent. Illinois requested a footnote 
to express their lingering concerns about the document. 

 
Robert Kenney moved to adopt the OMS Proposal for Enhanced Authority for Determining Cost 
Allocation Methodologies to be Filed Pursuant to Section 205 of the Federal Power Act dated July 
6, 2012 as amended as an official OMS proposal. Kari Bennett seconded. A roll call vote was 
taken: 
 
Illinois - aye 
Indiana - aye 
Iowa - aye 
Kentucky - absent 
Manitoba - abstain 
Michigan - aye 
Minnesota - aye 
Missouri - aye 
Montana - abstain 
North Dakota - aye 
South Dakota - aye 
Wisconsin – aye 
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The motion passed with 9 ayes, 0 nays, 2 abstentions, and 1 absent. Illinois requested the ability 
to possibly file a footnote. 

 
9.  Entergy Update 

• Robert Kenney indicated that the Arkansas Order had been released and requested the 
Board read it for themselves. He noted that the ERSC has a meeting August 23rd that he will 
be attending to provide an update on what OMS has accomplished. 

 
10.  Update: Eastern Interconnection Planning Process 

• A written report was distributed.  
 
Updates and Work Group Status Reports 

 
Demand Response WG  

• No report; 
 

Transmission Cost Allocation WG  
• No report; 

 
Markets and Tariffs WG  

• Written report; 
 

Resources WG  
• Written report;  
 

Regional Planning WG 
• No report; 

 
Governance and Budget  

• No report; 
 
Modeling WG 

• No report; 
 

Seams WG 
• Eric Callisto suggested having Wisconsin Chairman Phil Montgomery present the OMS 

comments at the next Joint and Common Market meeting in Philadelphia. There was no 
objection from the Board. Bill Smith suggested that the Seams WG be re-established as 
seams issues have resurfaced. 
 

ADJOURNMENT 
The OMS Board of Directors meeting adjourned at 3:55 pm CDT. 



 
OMS 

 
Organization of MISO States 

Report of the Treasurer 
Dr. David C. Boyd, Minnesota Public Utilities Commission 

 to the 
Board of Directors 

Report for July 2012 
 
 
CASH ON HAND 
 

The beginning balance as of July 1 for the Wells Fargo Business 
Performance Savings Account was $33,731.03. Interest earned for this month 
was $1.43.  The July 31, 2012 ending balance was $33,732.46.  

 
The beginning book balance as of July 1 for the Chase Bank One 

Checking account was $26,095.74. The total disbursements from the checking 
account for July 2012 were $53,609.37. Deposits, interest and adjustments were 
$25,000.40.  As of July 31, 2012, the checking account bank balance was 
$3,764.79 and the book balance was a negative $2,513.23 (with 11 checks 
outstanding).   

 
The total savings and checking account balances as of July 31, 2012 is 

$31,219.23. 
 

 
 
 



Book Balance as of 06/30/12 33,731.03$        

7/31/12 INT 1.43$                  

33,732.46$     

26,095.74$        

7/6/2012 DEP Midwest ISO 25,000.00$        
7/31/2012 DEP Interest 0.38$                  

Adj Adj. 12/31/11 Book Bal. to $95,738.52 vs $95,111.08 627.44$             
Adj Adj. Jan 2012 disbursements to reflect void of Cks 3898 & 3902 in DEC vs Jan (627.42)$            

25,000.40$        

Date Check #

7/16/2012 4054  $       1,273.23 
7/16/2012 4055  $          656.75 
7/16/2012 4056  $            46.25 
7/16/2012 4057  $       1,589.02 
7/16/2012 4058  $          633.26 
7/16/2012 4059  $          354.60 
7/16/2012 4060  $          425.17 
7/16/2012 4061  $          530.62 
7/16/2012 4062  $          435.69 
7/16/2012 4063  $          202.02 
7/16/2012 4064  $          391.12 
7/17/2012 4065  $          442.06 
7/19/2012 4066  $          156.22 
7/19/2012 4067  $                  -   
7/19/2012 4068  $          563.80 
7/19/2012 4069  $          666.65 
7/19/2012 4070  $          840.90 
7/19/2012 4071  $          840.90 
7/19/2012 4072  $       1,045.18 
7/19/2012 4073  $          546.84 
7/19/2012 4074  $       4,012.29 
7/19/2012 4075  $          404.38 
7/19/2012 4076  $       1,240.91 
7/19/2012 4077  $          368.16 
7/24/2012 4078  $       1,716.21 
7/24/2012 4079  $       1,188.78 
7/24/2012 4080  $          257.82 
7/25/2012 4081  $          923.75 
7/25/2012 4082  $          161.26 
7/25/2012 4083  $          678.12 
7/25/2012 4084  $       3,500.00 
7/25/2012 4085  $          300.00 
7/25/2012 4086  $       1,548.82 
7/25/2012 4087  $          497.66 
7/25/2012 4088  $          330.91 
7/25/2012 4089  $          134.06 
7/26/2012 4090  $                  -   
7/26/2012 4091  $          148.22 

* 7/30/2012 4092  $       1,066.00 
7/31/2012 4093  $          186.56 
7/31/2012 4094  $            88.64 

7/10/2012 EFT  $          117.80 
7/20/2012 EFT  $          312.54 
7/23/2012 E-Pay  $       3,959.25 
7/30/2012 EFT  $     10,455.94 
7/30/2012 EFT  $       4,954.96 
7/30/2012 464  $       2,298.16 
7/30/2012 465  $       1,006.71 
7/30/2012 466  $          111.18 

53,609.37$        

CHECKING ACCOUNT BOOK BALANCE 07/31/12 (2,513.23)$      

WI PSC -Pilo Travel Reimb. 7/16/12 
VOID

Paychex Taxes

Bill Smith-reimb. Rental car 6/18-6/21

MG Trust

Paychex Payroll (4)

Intuit Qbooks/Pro ( check stock)

Jessica Van Deusen-MI-travel reimb. June 19-21
Minister of Finance-Manitoba-R. Gosselin Travel reimb. 6/18
Minister of Finance (PUB-Simonsen) Travel reimb. 6/18-21

Paychex Invoice (6/30)

IA Utilities Board (Bittner travel reimb. 1/25-1/26/12 & 5/1-5/2/12)
IA Utilities Board (Fournier 5/8-5/9/12 travel reimb.)

OMS

Wells Fargo Business Performance Savings Account

TREASURER'S REPORT 
Organization of MISO States 

Chase Bank One Commercial Checking with Interest

VOID

Book Balance as of 06/30/12

Interest on Savings

State of MI-Jessica Van Deusen (travel reimb.)

Douglas Scott-IL-Travel reimb. June 19-20
David Johnston- IN-Travel reimb. June 18-20

Linda Breathitt-KY- Travel reimb. June 19-21

Total Checks and Charges

David Johnston- IN-Travel reimb. July 9-10

Regis Gosselin-Manitoba PUB-Travel reimb. 6/18-6/20

MG Trust

IA Utilities Board (Thompson Grid Schl. Travel reimb. 3/4-3/8/12)

Walt Cecil-MO-Travel reimb. June 19-21
Kurt Simonsen-Manitoba PUB-Travel reimb. 6/18-6/20

July 31, 2012

Checks and Charges

Descriptions

Angela Butcher - MI- reimb. Travel June 18-21

David Boyd-MN-Travel reimb. June 19-21

Adam McKinnie-MO-Travel reimb. 5/29-6/29

Total Receipts/Deposits/Adjustments

Business Performance Savings Account Balance as of 07/31/12

Bill Smith-Travel reimb. June 18-21

Jessica Van Deusen- MI-Travel reimb. June 26-29

IA Utilities Board (Jacobs Travel reimb 5/1/12-5/2/12)

Century Link (7/4/12 Invoice)
Beth Roads-IN-reimb. Travel 6/1-6/21/12)
Bill Smith (7/13/12 bill WiFi reimb., 7/16-7/18 Travel reimb)
Chris Devon-MI-Travel Reimb. 7/15/12-7/18/12

State of IA (reimb. Travel-Parvven-3/27/12-3/29/12)
100 Court Investors (Aug. Rent & Pkg)
Conference Suite (7/9/12 Invoice)

State of IA (Amick Travel reimb. 3/4/12-6/21/12)

MN PUC-Boyd-Travel Reimb. 6/12-6/13/12

Customized Energy Solutions June 2012 Retainer
Diversified Management Services (Jul-Dec 2012 Web Hosting)
Indiana UCC-P. Sircar-Travel Reimb. Feb and June 2012
IN Office of UCC-Mork-Travel Reimb. 6/19/12-6/21/12
William Bokram-MI-Travel Reimb. 7/17-7/18/12

Midwest ISO - Accounts Receivable (Annual mtg. meal & event chgs)
Combined Systems Technology (7/23/12-Toner)
Triplett Office Essentials (Paper, Supplies)

Chase Bank Card

MG Trust



CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT, SAVINGS AND CHECKING ACCOUNT BALANCES AS OF 07/31/12 31,219.23$     



Check # Amount
Bank Balance 07/31/12 3,764.79$             

Plus Deposits Outstanding * Ck # 4092 on behalf of:
-$                      IA 103.00$             

IN 161.00$             
Less Checks Outstanding KY 106.00$             

Manitoba 132.00$             
6/27/2012 4052  $               162.24 MI 202.00$             
7/16/2012 4060  $               425.17 MN 58.00$                

4067  $                       -   MO 161.00$             
7/19/2012 4069  $               666.65 WI 88.00$                
7/19/2012 4070  $               840.90 OMS 55.00$                
7/19/2012 4071  $               840.90 Total 1,066.00$          
7/24/2012 4079  $            1,188.78 
7/25/2012 4083  $               678.12 
7/25/2012 4089  $               134.06 
7/30/2012 4092  $            1,066.00 
7/31/2012 4093  $               186.56 
7/31/2012 4094  $                 88.64 

Total Outstanding Checks & Book Adjustments 6,278.02$             

Book Balance 07/31/12 (2,513.23)$            

VOID

CUB -WI- Loehr -Travel
Jessica Van Deusen- MI-Travel reimb. June 

Jessica Van Deusen-MI-travel reimb. 
Minister of Finance-Manitoba-Travel 
Minister of Finance (PUB-Travel)

Triplett Office Essentials

Conference Suite (7/9/12 Invoice)
Chris Devon-MI-Travel Reimb. 
WI PSC -Pilo Travel Reimb. 7/16/12 
Midwest ISO - Accounts Receivable 
Combined Systems Technology 

 CHASE CHECKING ACCOUNT RECONCILIATION



 
100 Court Avenue, Suite 315 Phone: 515-243-0742 
Des  Moines,  Iowa   50309 Fax:     515-243-0746 
 www.misostates.org 
 
OMS Executive Director Report 
August 1, 2012 
 
FERC Orders and Activity 
 
1.  On July 19, the FERC denied rehearing and conditionally accepted 

MISO’s demand response filings under Orders 719 and 745.  The 
orders accept the participation of Aggregators of Retail Customers 
in the MISO energy and operating reserve markets; measurement 
and verification of demand response; market monitoring measures, 
and MISO’s zonal cost allocation methodology.   140 FERC 61,059 
and 140 FERC ¶ 61,060. 

2. On July 19, the FERC denied Pioneer’s complaints against NIPSCO 
and MISO regarding right to construct a new transmission line.  
Specifically, the order finds that the MISO Transmission Owners 
Agreement (TOA) is unambiguous as to ownership and the 
responsibility of owners in MISO to build facilities when such 
facilities are connected between two or more owners’ facilities. 
FERC essentially treated the TOA language as a right of first refusal 
that must be modified in MISO’s Order 1000 compliance filing in 
October.  With respect to Pioneer’s complaint against MISO that the 
definition of “Owner” in the Transmission Owners Agreement 
prohibits it from implementing the Construction Work In Progress 
incentive previously granted to the project, the order finds that the 
issue is moot because the line at issue in the complaint is 
connected to facilities owned by NIPSCO and Duke.  140 FERC ¶ 
61,057. 

3. On July 19, the FERC granted Xcel’s complaint against American 
Transmission, finding that under the MISO TOA ownership and the 
responsibilities to construct the LaCrosse-Madison line belong 
equally to Xcel and American Transmission.  140 FERC ¶ 61,058. 

 
OMS / MISO Activity 
 
1. The July 18 Advisory Committee meeting heard other sectors 

respond to the governance and planning proposals adopted by the 
OMS Board on July 6.   
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2. OMS filed a Reply Brief on the FERC’s investigation of MISO formula 

rates on July 12.  EL12-35. 
 
Public Relations 
 
1. Presentations: 
 N/A 
 

2. Pending speaking/meeting invitations: 
 N/A 

 
Upcoming dates: 

 
• Next regular OMS Board of Directors meeting: August 16, 2012, 

at 1:00 pm CDT  
• Next OMS Executive Committee meeting:  August 23, 2012, at 

1:00 pm CDT 
• Future OMS Board meetings:  September 13, October 11 
• OMS Executive Committee meetings:  September 27, October 25  
• Next OMS meetings with IMM:  August 22 (phone conference) at 

2:30 CDT 
• OMS Annual Meeting:  October 16, Carmel. 
 
 
Upcoming Midwest ISO FERC Filings  
 
Filing Date  Docket No.  Description  Pursuant to 

Commission 
Action  

Working Group or 
Committee where 
issue/change will be 
reviewed  
 

09/21/2012 RM10-17-000 MISO to submit a compliance 
filing pursuant to the 
Commissions March 15, 2011 
Order 745 regarding Demand 
Response (“DR”). 

Order 745 
134 FERC ¶ 
61,187 (2011) 

DRWG  

10/11/2012 RM10-23-000 MISO to submit a compliance 
filing pursuant to the 
Commissions July 21, 2012 
Order 1000 regarding 
Transmission Planning and 
Cost Allocation. 

Order 1000 
136 FERC 
¶61,051 
(2012) 
 

PAC 
RECBTF 

 



1

C-1  = Enhanced Governance and Entergy State membership C-2  = Two FTEs
with contingency options:   C-1 and C-2                 

Budget 
2010

Actual  
2010

Budget 
2011

 Actual 
2011

Budget 
2012

Actual  -
Jan 1 
2012 

through 
Jun 30 
2012

Budget 
2013

C-1  add 
to 

budget 
2013

C-2  add 
to 

budget 
2013 Comments

1 Ordinary Income/Expense

2 Income

3 Refund - Insurance 19
4 MISO Grant 660,000 560,000  600,000  375,000 600,000 175,000 600,000 0 250,000
5 Interest - Checking Acct and Savings 117         32 13

6 Miscellaneous revenue 1,498      1,500      962 1,660

Visa refunds 
and 
reimbursem
ents

7 Total Income 660,000 561,615  601,500  375,978 600,000 176,692 600,000
Cash carried forward from prior year 114,000 98,255    98,255    171,312 120,000 129,461 0
Total funds available 774,000 659,870  699,755  547,290 720,000 306,153 600,000

8 Expense

9 Personnel Compensation and Benefits

10 OMS payroll and retirement matching funds

11 Compensation - Exec Director 147,000 142,340  147,000  136,968 153,000 72,303 161,000
12 Compensation - Admin Asst 79,000 62,017    79,000    62,185 83,000 34,547 88,000

13 Compensation - additional personnel 135,000 11,417    135,000  14,008 135,000 7,909 15,000 220,000
Part-time 
staff

14 Other Personnel Expenses

15 Staff Training 2,000 0 2,000      0 2,000 0 2,000 6,000
16 Paychex Accounting Fees 2,200 1,527      1,600      1,512 1,600 798 1,800 1,000
17 Total Personnel Expenses 365,200 217,301  364,600  214,673 374,600 115,557 267,800

18 Office Expenses (non-personnel)

19 Computers 6,000 65           6,000      1,215 6,000 932 8,000 5,000 Capitalized

Organization of MISO States
2013 OMS Budget - draft 
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20 Computer support 8,000 5,752      10,000    4,828 8,000 5,742 10,000
21 Web Development & Site Hosting 600 955         10,000    6,764 1,000 1,453 2,000
22 Furniture/Office Equipment 1,500 0 1,500      42 1,500 0 1,500 3,000
23 Rent, parking, other occupancy 20,500 20,237    20,500    20,477 20,500 10,448 21,000 10,000

24 Books, subscriptions, reference 3,000 2,185      3,000      2,225 3,000 9,315 46,000
Platts, CES, 
Cruthirds

25 Equip rental & maintenance

26 Printer/Copier/Fax Rental 1,000 668         1,200      500 2,500 0 2,500
27 Postage, shipping, delivery 1,000 322         1,000      715 1,000 231 1,000
28 Printing & copying 1,000 0 1,000      720 1,000 0 1,000
29 Supplies 3,000 1,538      2,000      1,243 2,000 716 2,000 1,000
30 Phone, Fax, DSL 4,000 3,065      3,500      3,446 3,500 2,287 4,500 2,500

31 Miscellaneous Operating Expense 257         0 943 0

unplanned 
VISA charge  
(later 
repaid), 
carpet 
cleaning

32 Total Office Expenses (non-personnel) 49,600 35,044    59,700    42,175 50,000 32,067 99,500

33 Organizational (corp) and Insurance Expenses

34 Professional, Audit, Other 5,000 5,200      5,000      5,753 5,500 4,837 5,500 1,000

Audit, 
Company 
Corp, IN Sec 
of State

35 General Office Insurance 2,600 2,560      2,600      2,404 2,600 86 2,600 1,000
Umbrella 
liability

36 Workers' Comp 600 0 600          2,330 0 0 1,000 1,000
37 Directors & Officers Insurance 3,500 3,324      3,500      3,324 3,500 0 3,500 1,000 1,000
38 Total Organization and Insurance Expense 11,700 11,084    11,700    13,811 11,600 4,923 12,600

39 Consultants / DC Counsel 140,000 12,420    80,000    9,062 60,000 0 60,000

40 OMS - meetings and training

41 Officers 3,000 4,319      4,000      3,345 4,000 2,760 5,000
42 Exec Dir 13,000 13,866    13,000    17,002 21,000 7,960 21,000 5,000

43 Other Staff 2,000 275         2,000      275 2,000 105 2,000 10,000
MARC fees - 
OM

44 Total OMS Officer and Staff Expenses 18,000 18,460    19,000    20,662 27,000 10,825 28,000
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45 MISO Meeting Expenses

46 MISO work groups and committees 45,000 15,948    30,000    16,723 30,000 12,012 30,000 10,000
47 MISO BOD,AC - Lead States 20,000 13,484    18,000    35,335 25,000 27,460 40,000 15,000
48 Consumer Advocate Travel 30,000 5,868      30,000    7,344 30,000 3,366 30,000
49 Exec Dir (MISO AC,BOD) 11,000 4,855      8,000      7,107 10,000 6,563 15,000 6,000
50 Total MISO Meeting Expenses 106,000 40,155    86,000    66,509 95,000 49,401 115,000
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51 OMS Meetings

52 OMS Annual Meeting 

53 Director attendance expense 25,000 20,391    25,000    19,562 30,000 691 30,000 8,000 2,000
2011 costs paid 
2012

54 Annual Meeting Location Costs 2,500 2,204      2,500      3,728 2,500 0 3,000
55 Total OMS Annual Meeting 27,500 22,595 27,500    23,290 32,500 691 33,000

56 Regular OMS BOD Meeting

57 Regular BOD Mtg Location Costs 4,000 0 4,000      2,723 4,000 1,684 4,000
58 Regular BOD Meeting attendance exp 20,000 0 20,000    2,920 20,000 5,083 20,000 5,000
59 Total Regular OMS BOD Meeting 24,000 0 24,000    5,643 24,000 6,767 24,000

60 OMS Executive Committee Meeting

61 OMS Exec Com Mtg attendance expe 3,000 21,130    8,000      415 8,000 2,646 8,000

OMS-ERSC 
mtg - Feb 12-
16

62 OMS Exec Comm - Meeting Location 500 3,114      3,000      0 3,000 4,467 4,000
63 Total OMS Executive Committee Meeting 3,500 24,244    11,000    415 11,000 7,113 12,000

64 Conference Calls 12,000 4,235      12,000    6,980 7,000 4,242 9,000 4,000
65 OMS Work Group Meetings - attendance 12,000 0 12,000    0 5,000 0 5,000 1,000
66 OMS Work Group meeting - location costs 0 -           0 0 0 0
67 MWDRI meetings - attendance exp 0 0 -           0 0 0 0
68 MWDRI meetings - location/call costs 0 0 -           0 0 0 0
69 FERC/DOE Tech Conference - attendance 8,000 3,199      10,000    0 8,000 903 8,000 2,000

70 OMS Technical Training 25,000 103,685  25,000    18,639 30,000 13,818 30,000 12,500 4,000

Grid School, 
Forecasting 
School

71 Technical training location costs 10,000 23,284    10,000    0 10,000 0 10,000
72 Total OMS Meeting and Training Expenses 246,000 205,486  236,500  142,138 249,500 93,760 274,000

73 Total Expenses 812,500 468,915  752,500  421,859 745,700 246,307 713,900 63,500 524,500

74 Operating surplus of funds available over expenses -38,500 190.955 (52,745)   125,431 -25,700 59,846

75 Depreciation allowance

Net Surplus of available funds over expenses



 
100 Court Avenue, Suite 315 Phone: 515-243-0742 
Des  Moines,  Iowa   50309 Fax:     515-243-0746 
 www.misostates.org 
 
 
 
REPORT OF THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE 
 
Nominations for 2013 Officers 
 
President  Kari Bennett Indiana 
Vice-President  Eric Callisto Wisconsin 
Secretary  Libby Jacobs Iowa 
Treasurer  David Boyd Minnesota 
At-Large  Orjiakor Isiogu Michigan 
Immediate Past President:  Robert Kenney Missouri 
 
 
Nominating Committee for 2013: 
Kari Bennett – Indiana 
Eric Callisto – Wisconsin 
Linda Breathitt - Kentucky 
 
 
 
Submitted by the 2012 Nominating Committee: 
 
Robert Kenney - Missouri 
Kari Bennett - Indiana 
Gary Hanson – South Dakota 
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MISO Advisory Committee 
Saint Paul Hotel, St. Paul, MN 

August 22, 2012 
10:00 am – 3:15 pm CPT 

Dial-in and WebEx information available at www.misoenergy.org 
  
 

Agenda 
 

 
1. Administrative Items      Gary Mathis  10:00 

a. Welcome/ Roll Call 
b. Review of Agenda 
c. Review of Meeting Minutes 
d. Review Action Items          
    

2. Hot Topic:   Seams Status and Improvements      10:15 
       Opening Remarks: Renuka Chatterjee 
       5 Minute presentations per Sector, including any Minority Opinions  
       as determined by the Sector following with debate- style exchange 

a. Power Marketers  
b. Munis/Coop/TDU 
c. IPP 
d. Public Consumer Advocates  
e. Transmission Owners 
f. Eligible End Users  
g. OMS  
h. Environmental  
i. Coordinating Members  

 
3. State Regulatory Update on State Representation   Kari Bennett   11:50 

 
4. Arkansas Order Update      Steve Kozey  12:00 
 
LUNCH            12:10 

 
5. IMM State of the Market Recommendations    Todd Ramey   1:10 
  
6. Advisory Committee Items      Gary Mathis   1:30 

a. BOD Nominating Committee Update    K Bennett/J Thompson   
b. Review of AC Management Plan     
c. October/December Hot Topic Discussion 
d. 2013 Hot Topics Request 
e. September Meeting Discussion 

 
7. Standing Committee/Other Stakeholder Committee Reports 

a. Steering Committee      Dennis Kramer  2:00 
b. RECB Task Force       Dan Kline  2:05 
c. Reliability Subcommittee Update    Ray McCausland 2:15 
d. Planning Advisory Committee Update    Bob McKee  2:25 



 
 

√ Denotes Potential Voting Item                   * Denotes Report is Oral 

 

e. Market Subcommittee Update     Bill SeDoris  2:35 
f. Stakeholder Governance Working Group   Bill SeDoris  2:45 
g. OMS Update        Bill Smith  2:50 
h. Transmission Owners Update*     Dennis Kramer   2:55 

 
 

8. New Business        All   3:05 

9. Recap – Issues/Assignments     Alison Lane  3:15 

 
Rotating Agenda Team September: JoAnn Thompson 
     Eric Robertson 
     Libby Jacobs  
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8/1 PAC Summary 

• MTEP 12 OOC Projects: 
o Pony Creek Project and Outagamie e– Plains project stakeholder feedback was 

discussed, as well as next steps. In short, Pony Creek received no comments, while ATC’s 
Outagamie-Plains project received comments from 8 stakeholders. Comments ranged 
from the requirements to address multiple contingency events, availability of May 2011 
Event Analysis, evaluation of generation alternatives, appropriateness of OOC in general 
for large projects, varying cost estimates, appropriateness of BRP cost allocation, and 
reliance on Northern Area Study. Four of the eight support this OOC for August, while 
two do not and two only commented. Next steps: MISO System Planning of BOD will 
take these projects up on 8/22, followed by the MISO BOD on 8/23.  

o MISO will be performing an additional reliability study of the state of Presque Isle 
generation. They will present analysis at combo meetings of the East and West TSTF and 
Sub Regional Planning Meetings. 

• MTEP Futures Weighting Method: 
o MISO presented their latest MTEP Future Scenario Weighting methodology; including 

the “@RISK Software” they suggest using as part of their new weighting method.  In 
short, MISO’s method includes collecting data, inputting data into the software, 
reviewing the results for various distributions (P-Values, etc), bring the 
recommendations to stakeholders for discussion, and identify probabilities to be used 
when weighting the MTEP future scenarios.  

o Many stakeholders discussed the effectiveness of the proposed method in general and 
the concern about this approach effectively acknowledging one variables significance for 
a given future over another variable.  MISO will formulate a list of issues and ideas for 
tackling them and tee them up at the next PAC meeting. 

• MECT Tool for Demand Response and Energy Efficiency: 
o MISO gave an update on their progress for improving their collection and assessment of 

Demand Response and Energy Efficiency growth projections used in MTEP. MISO will 
continue to monitor the situation in MTEP 13 and suggest incremental changes going 
forward (MTEP 14). MISO stated that they are sensitive to OMS to Resource Adequacy 
(including DR and EE programs).  MISO will have two workshops specific to MECT tool 
training and load forecasting; one in August (St Paul) and one in September (Carmel). 
MISO will begin collecting date using the MECT tool October 1, 2012 for MTEP 13. 

• Generation interconnection BPM Motion: 
o Passed. This is another interconnection queue reform (#3), update to the Generation 

Interconnection Manual (BPM-015). Changes included milestone updates, clarification 
language to describe processes, updates to the fast track and slow track processes, 
among other things. 

• HVDC Interconnection Procedure Development: 
o MISO would like to begin reviewing potential processes that could be implemented for 

study HVDC projects that would like to interconnect to the MISO system. Currently, 
MISO has no procedures in place for effectively assessing (except to perform one-off 
studies) these types of interconnections. MISO proposes a “2 Door” approach – Once a 
HVDC project is presented to MISO for review there are two paths one can take: 1) if 
asking for cost sharing, then use existing MTEP procedures, or 2) if participant funded, 
use a new HVDC procedure (TBD).  
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o MISO hopes to have a work plan by the end of the 3rd Quarter 2012 and file their 
proposed method at FERC by 1st Quarter of 2013. 

• Update on MTEP 12: 
o MISO’s first draft of the MTEP 12 report has been released and they request feedback 

by 8/15/12. The 2nd draft of the report will be available for review on 8/24/12. MISO will 
seek PAC approval of the report at the September PAC meeting (9/26) 
 

 

 

Next PAC meeting: August 29, 2012 (St Paul, MN) 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 
 

Capacity Deliverability Across the Midwest ) 
Independent System Operator, Inc. / PJM )   Docket No. AD12-16-000 
Interconnection, L.L.C. Seam ) 
 

Comments of the Organization of MISO States 

Background 

On June 11, 2012, the Commission issued a “Notice of Request for Comments” (Notice) 

in this docket soliciting comments whether the existing rules that govern the transfer of capacity 

between MISO and PJM act as barriers to the deliverability of capacity between MISO and PJM, 

and if such barriers exist, whether the pertinent rules should be modified to mitigate them. 

The Organization of MISO States (OMS) is a non-profit, self-governing organization of 

representatives from each state with regulatory jurisdiction over entities participating in the 

Midwest ISO.  The purpose of the OMS is to coordinate regulatory oversight among the states; 

to make recommendations to the Midwest ISO, the Midwest ISO Board of Directors, the 

Commission, other relevant government entities and state commissions as appropriate; and to 

intervene in proceedings before the Commission to express the positions of the OMS member 

agencies. 

 

Comments 

The interest of OMS in this issue arises from the recognition that increases in the 

transfers of capacity and energy across the MISO/PJM seam may result in additional reliability 

and economic benefits for electric consumers in the MISO region.  This has been the consistent 

position of OMS since the Commission ordered the establishment of the Joint and Common 

Market initiative in 2004.  The original objective of the Joint and Common Market initiative was 

to allow “market participants to seamlessly and efficiently conduct business in the two 

markets.”1

                                                 
1  PJM-MISO Joint and Common Market White Paper, July, 2005. 

  Based upon the concerns expressed by MISO market participants in several recent 
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forums, there does not appear to be a joint and common market between PJM and MISO at the 

present time. 

During the past year, MISO and some MISO stakeholders have become concerned that 

transfers of capacity in both directions across the MISO/PJM seam may become more important 

in the future as a result of plant retirements and extended maintenance outages that will likely 

result from recently enacted and pending Environmental Protection Agency air pollution rules.  

In addition, some MISO stakeholders have also expressed a concern that generator owners in 

MISO have been hindered from selling capacity into the PJM capacity market thereby depriving 

these owners of the opportunity to receive revenues from such sales.  The inability of generator 

owners to efficiently sell capacity across the seam could lead to additional departures of 

transmission owning utilities from MISO.  OMS believes that the Commission should be 

concerned about such RTO switches, especially if they result from market rules which 

unnecessarily hinder otherwise efficient sales of capacity across the MISO/PJM seam.   

OMS recognizes the concerns expressed by PJM about its duty to safeguard system 

reliability and ensure that energy associated with capacity resources which are committed to PJM 

is available to loads in PJM when this energy is needed.  OMS has the same concerns about 

safeguarding system reliability in the MISO region.   

OMS notes that the reservation of a portion of Available Transmission Capability for 

Capacity Benefit Margin is a matter that has been raised in the analyses of this issue.  OMS 

believes that Capacity Benefit Margin and the physical delivery of energy associated with it are 

significant factors which need to be analyzed in more detail as elements of the capacity 

deliverability issue.  It is important to recognize that Capacity Benefit Margin is currently a 

significant component of resource adequacy that allows each RTO’s planning reserve 

requirement to be lower that it would otherwise need to be in order to maintain a given level of 

reliability.   

OMS thanks the Commission for opening this inquiry and providing a forum for the 

analysis of the complex technical, economic and institutional issues that the transfer of capacity 

across the MISO/PJM seam involves.  MISO’s Capacity Deliverability Whitepaper and PJM’s 

Response provide a good starting point for the evaluation of the various matters that MISO, PJM 

and their stakeholders must consider as this issue is analyzed.  
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I. Are there provisions in the current market rules and operating protocols concerning 
transfer capability that restrict generation capacity deliverability between the 
markets maintained by MISO and PJM?  If so, what are those barriers?  

OMS recognizes that there are physical limitations on the amount of electric energy that 

can be transferred between the PJM and the MISO regions and that this transfer capability varies 

depending on system conditions at any time.  OMS also recognizes that these physical 

limitations must be identified and observed in almost every activity in which PJM and MISO 

engage in, including transmission planning, reliability analyses and in the daily operation of each 

RTO.  OMS believes that the appropriate question is whether the current limitations used for 

planning and operation purposes are appropriate and reasonable. 

The past year’s dialogue concerning this issue has been productive because it has resulted 

in the recognition that the models that are used by PJM and MISO to estimate the physical 

limitation on energy flows for various purposes across the MISO/PJM seam typically use 

different methods and assumptions.  The use of different models and assumptions by each RTO 

and for various purposes has resulted in misunderstandings among MISO, PJM and various 

stakeholders. 

It is not clear that these modeling differences represent barriers.  However, to the extent 

that these differences overestimate or underestimate the amount of transfer capability that is 

actually available, they may result in an inefficient outcome.  PJM and MISO should investigate 

whether and for what purposes it would be appropriate for each RTO to use the same 

assumptions in their modeling.  

OMS recommends that PJM and MISO use the Joint and Common Market initiative as an 

opportunity to improve the sharing of assumptions and modeling as one means to reduce 

controversy and to improve the analysis of the capacity deliverability issue.  

In addition to modeling issues, MISO and MISO stakeholders have expressed concerns 

about PJM market rules that may restrict the ability of generating capacity located within MISO 

to participate in the PJM capacity market.  These include the rules for making transmission 

reservations and for the conduct of deliverability studies.  OMS has not yet formulated a position 

as to whether any of MISO’s or PJM’s market rules need to be revised at this time.  
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II. If such provisions exist and act as a barrier, what revisions are necessary to 
eliminate or mitigate them without adversely affecting reliability or the operation of 
RTO energy and capacity markets? 

OMS believes that additional information and further study of all of the issues associated 

with capacity deliverability is necessary in order for it to make recommendations concerning 

what revisions to the rules of each RTO might be appropriate.  However, OMS does not believe 

that it is necessary for MISO to have a forward capacity market similar to the PJM forward 

capacity market in order for generation located within MISO to participate in the PJM capacity 

market, or for generation located in PJM to participate in the MISO capacity market.  

 

III.   In Docket No. ER11-4081-000, the Total Transfer Capability from MISO to PJM 
was estimated to range from 5,300 MW to 6,300 MW and the cumulative import 
capability from MISO to PJM was estimated to be 6,000 MW.  Also in that 
proceeding, it was noted that the Available Transfer Capability posted by PJM was 
zero for the 2013-2014 Planning Year, while firm transmission capacity on the 
MISO-PJM interface held by market participants was listed as 1,173 MW.  If 
barriers to interregional capacity deliverability exist, absent such barriers, what 
volume of capacity imported from MISO could potentially clear in PJM’s capacity 
auction?  What volume of capacity imported from PJM could potentially clear in 
MISO’s capacity auction?  What is the differential between the amount of capacity 
historically offered and cleared, for the MISO and PJM capacity markets 
respectively?     

OMS does not have the information that is necessary to respond to these questions.   

 

IV. If there are barriers that should be mitigated, what mechanism should be used to 
address these concerns?  For example, is it appropriate to address the issue in the 
Joint Operating Agreement between MISO and PJM?  If so, how? 

 At the Joint and Common Market Stakeholder meeting held on July 16, 2012, PJM and 
MISO presented a document titled “2012 MISO PJM Joint and Common Market Issues List.”  
That document contains four broad categories of potential joint and common market issues:  (1) 
market operations; (2) transmission planning; (3) resource adequacy / capacity deliverability; and 
(4) broader regional markets.  MISO and PJM indicated the priority with which they would 
propose to address each of the sub-issues identified under each of these four categories.  For 
most of these issues, MISO’s and PJM’s priority ranking is the same or similar.  The notable 
exception is resource adequacy / capacity deliverability.  In general, MISO attaches a higher 
priority to this issue than does PJM.    
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Overall, OMS believes that MISO, PJM and their respective stakeholders have embarked 
on a reasonable process to discuss and address the joint and common market issues.  However, 
because PJM and MISO have indicated that they have different priorities with respect to the 
pursuit of solutions for the capacity deliverability issue, it may be useful for the Commission, if 
it has a position on what priority this issue should be given, to make that position known. 

OMS suggests that it may be helpful to MISO, PJM and their stakeholders if the 
Commission were to assign staff members to monitor the progress of the Joint and Common 
Market initiative and/or to impose reporting requirements on PJM and MISO to ensure that 
progress is made in resolving the capacity deliverability issue. 

V.  Conclusion 

OMS appreciates the opportunity provided by the Commission to comment on the 
capacity deliverability issue between MISO and PJM.  The OMS submits this request because a 
majority of the members have agreed to generally support it.  Individual OMS members reserve 
the right to file separate pleadings regarding the issues discussed herein.  The following members 
generally support this request: 

Illinois Commerce Commission 
Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission 
Iowa Utilities Board  
Kentucky Public Service Commission 
Michigan Public Service Commission 
Minnesota Public Utilities Commission 
Missouri Public Service Commission  
Montana Public Service Commission 
North Dakota Public Service Commission 
Wisconsin Public Service Commission 
 
The Manitoba Public Utilities Board abstained from voting on this pleading.  The South 

Dakota Public Utilities Commission did not vote on this pleading.   

 Respectfully Submitted, 

 William H. Smith, Jr. 
 William H. Smith, Jr. 
 Executive Director, Organization of MISO States 
 100 Court Avenue, Suite 315 
 Des Moines, Iowa  50309 
 Tel:  515-243-0742 

Dated: August 17, 2012 
Corrected: August 23, 2012 
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MISO Advisory Committee Hot Topic  
Seams Status and Improvements 

August 16, 2012 
 
 

Response of the Organization of MISO States 

 
Enhancements 
 

1.  MISO’s goal in enhancing the seam with its partners (PJM, SPP...) is to ensure benefit 
to the stakeholders in the broader region across all the markets. As such it is pursuing 
enhancements such as Capacity Deliverability and Interchange Optimization.  

a. What key factors should be considered in developing enhancements to the MISO 
seams? 

b. Are there other recommendations for enhancements across the MISO seams? 

c. What priority/timelines should MISO give your recommendations? 

 

MISO exists as the independent regional grid manager to ensure that the principles of 
open access to transmission facilities are fulfilled.  These functions allow for increased 
reliability and more efficient use of the transmission facilities that MISO manages, which 
benefits all consumers within the MISO region.  To fulfill these tasks, MISO has to 
adequately balance the interests of a variety of stakeholders within its region.  

Utilities on the seams of other RTOs may experience issues related to both operation of 
the transmission system and the efficiency of the markets operated by RTOs.  These issues 
can impact electricity consumers, in some cases, negatively.  While a minority of utilities and 
market participants within the MISO Region are physically situated on or near a seam with 
another RTO, these issues and their impacts are not necessarily limited to these entities. 
Operational issues, interregional planning and market issues can have an impact to all 
stakeholders, including concerns about unit dispatch, transmission rights and reservations, 
cost allocation of transmission upgrades, the potential for changes to capacity prices and the 
potential for changes to Locational Marginal Prices.   

As it does within its own region, MISO should be continually exploring initiatives with 
neighboring regions that would be mutually beneficial to both regions.  MISO should explore 
all alternatives, including those that can be bundled with other initiatives to produce the most 
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economic and reliable results. Presumably, neighboring regions would take actions to benefit 
their stakeholders by bringing the benefits of increased efficiency in both operation of the 
transmission system and operation of markets.     

If an initiative that is shown to be beneficial to MISO but cannot move forward because a 
neighboring region believes the initiative is not beneficial to its region, then MISO and its 
stakeholders should take the problem and proposed resolution to federal decision-makers 
(FERC or Congress) who are charged with advancing national interests. 

The OMS does not make specific recommendations for enhancements across the MISO 
seams at this time, largely because OMS believes that additional study of these issues is 
necessary to fully identify the issues that need solving.  For example, MISO has identified 
that issues exist with capacity deliverability across the MISO/PJM seam.  While preliminary 
study shows the potential for significant economic benefit through the modification of 
specific market rules between the RTOs, further study of the extent of those benefits (and the 
specific rules that require modification) should be pursued.   

Seams issues, including capacity deliverability across the MISO/PJM seam, may have the 
potential for significant consumer savings on both sides of the seam.  These potential benefits 
should be better quantified.   

 
Impact of Market Design differences 
 

2.  Generation and load customers on the seam are likely to be uniquely impacted by the 
differences in the rules in markets across the seam.  Each market provides flexibility in 
its rules for customers to hedge against potential negative impacts. 

a. Do the existing rules in the MISO market successfully mitigate such an impact?  

b. Do the existing rules in other markets (PJM, SPP) successfully mitigate such an 
impact? 

c. What priority/timelines should MISO give your recommendations? 

 

The OMS is not clear on what specific issues this question is attempting to address.  
While OMS responds in the context of FTRs/ARRs, further clarification of the concerns 
underlying this question may allow for a more specific answer. 

 The OMS response to this question is based on its understanding that MISO is asking if 
customers on the seam (or elsewhere within MISO) are protected by MISO rules from 
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adverse effects of any neighboring market rules and/or actions, if other RTOs’ rules provide 
such protection to their customers, the relative importance of the OMS recommendation(s) 
provided here, and how quickly such recommendation(s) should be implemented.   

FTRs 

The standard hedging mechanism currently in MISO, PJM, and in the future in SPP, is a 
Financial Transmission Right (FTR). The rules governing FTRs and Auction Revenue Rights 
(ARRs) are rigid and do not provide for flexibility across the seams or in the Real-Time.  
Basically, an FTR offers a degree of protection against paying congestion charges which 
result from the difference in locations and prices from the point of receipt and the point of 
delivery (generation to load).   

In MISO, a Market Participant may acquire an FTR through a variety of methods, 
including (but not limited to): purchasing an FTR in the FTR Auction; self-scheduling an 
ARR in the Annual FTR Auction; participating in the secondary market; requesting new 
point-to-point transmission service in OASIS; and financing expansion of the transmission 
system.  In PJM, the means to acquire a FTR include (but are not limited to): the Long-term 
FTR Auction; the Annual FTR Auction; the Monthly FTR Auction; and the FTR Secondary 
market.  In other words, PJM has long-term, annual and monthly auctions, while MISO uses 
an annual auction, which includes peak and off-peak for all seasons and a monthly FTR 
auctions (along with other opportunities to obtain FTRs). 

ARRs are based upon where a MISO Market Participant or LSE physically serves load.  
An LSE’s initial FTR allocation is based on its historical use of the transmission system.  
Therefore, the ARR provides the entitlement for the LSE to share in the revenues generated 
through the FTR Auction. An allocation of FTRs provides LSEs with a right to the 
congestion hedging value of the system, from the LSEs generation to its load.  There is an 
allocation process where ARRs are nominated, prior to the FTR auction.  This process 
provides a hedging opportunity and quantifies the value of an ARR. 

The existing rules and FTR products that exist in MISO and PJM do not successfully 
mitigate negative impacts that could occur in the other RTO.  The first problem that arises is 
that an FTR is not a cross-border product or mechanism that can be utilized by Market 
Participants across the seams.  To help mitigate this issue, OMS believes some type of cross-
border hedging mechanism could be developed.   

One issue is that the current timing of existing auctions in each RTO does not align.  
While the separate timing of these existing auctions may benefit to the stakeholders in each 
RTO, MISO may want to study or investigate the impact of an annual and monthly cross-
border auctions on all congestion costs (both from an LSE perspective and a broader 
operational perspective) and FTR hedging.  
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Capacity Deliverability 

As identified above, there are a number of issues relating to capacity deliverability that 
should be studied to identify the potential impacts.   

In MISO there are various ways to acquire an FTR, which includes requesting Yearly 
Firm Point-to-Point Transmission Service in OASIS. According to the MISO Capacity 
Deliverability Whitepaper: 

“Transmission Service was further broken down into “Network Service” and “Point-to-
Point” Service. Network Transmission Service is used for the transmission of capacity and 
energy from network generating resources to network loads within a single Balancing 
Authority Area. Network customers also can use the service to deliver economic energy 
purchases to their network loads. Point-to-Point Transmission Service uses the system for the 
transmission of a fixed MW capacity and energy between a point of receipt and a point of 
delivery, which can be into, out of or through the footprint.” 1

“Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs) were created to eliminate the 
inefficiencies in transmission utilization caused by the existence of multiple transmission 
tariffs. RTOs eliminated these inefficiencies within their own footprint through extending 
Network Resource Interconnection Service (NRIS) and Network Integration Transmission 
Service (NITS) to member Load Serving Entities instead of continuing to use Point-to-Point 
or Network transmission service reservations. The consolidation of NRIS and NITS service 
within RTOs created efficiencies by expanding the pool of generation resources available to 
load for capacity and energy under a single transmission tariff. This same opportunity to 
increase the efficient use of the transmission system exists between RTOs.” 
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Therefore, if FTRs can be requested through Yearly Firm Point-to-Point Transmission 
and (as suggested by MISO) one potential avenue to improving capacity deliverability is to 
establish a Network Service across the seam; then, could this have an impact on FTRs at the 
seams?     

 

Real-Time Issue 

A third issue relates to value (or more specifically, the lack of value) of an FTR in Real-
Time markets. A Real-Time hedging mechanism could be useful for transactions across the 
seams. While looking to develop such a mechanism, MISO should consider the possibilities 

                                                           
1 Midwest ISO, MISO Capacity Deliverability Whitepaper, (June, 2012), 5. 

2 Midwest ISO, MISO Capacity Deliverability Whitepaper, (June, 2012), 5-6. 
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that such a product could also mitigate the impact of overflow, congestion or re-dispatch in 
Real-Time. 

Pending Entergy Transaction 

Lastly, with the potential membership of Entergy in MISO, the rules governing ARRs are 
being reevaluated to accommodate Entergy membership. This was demonstrated and 
discussed in the July 11, 2012 MISO FTRWG.  However, this discussion is occurring just 
after the recently completed stakeholder process to improve the ARR allocations process and 
revenue sharing.  Any modifications (whether for the integration of new members or not) 
should be pursued in a prudent and rational manner with significant stakeholder involvement.   

 

Inter RTO/ISO Coordination and Transparency 
 

3.  For the activities listed below:  Is the existing coordination and transparency between 
the RTOs adequate in terms of assuring efficient seams processes?  What additional 
steps should the RTOs take, jointly and independently, to promote coordination and 
transparency? 

a. Stakeholder forums and rules development processes  

b. Joint and Common Market standards and resolutions  

c. JOAs – Specifically for guidance and seams resolutions 

d. PJM & MISO’s current seams modeling inputs and assumptions 

 

The OMS recognizes MISO’s efforts over the last few years on seams issues with the 
goal of enhancing coordination with neighboring RTOs.  While some improvements have 
been made along the seams there is much work still to be done and many areas of concern 
that must be addressed in the near-term.   

OMS reiterates the need for greater transparency and more formalized reporting on all 
seams-related activities.  This formalized reporting should focus on all of the categories of 
seams issues identified at the July 16th Joint and Common Market (JCM) meeting: market 
operations, transmission planning, and capacity deliverability.  Greater transparency will 
allow for all stakeholders to better identify the issues that need resolving, help in the 
development of solutions, and provide for greater acceptance and implementation of 
solutions.  
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It is troubling to the OMS that there are regular meetings between neighboring RTO staff 
for which stakeholders only receive limited reporting on the process and outcomes.  This is a 
specific area that would be improved through greater transparency and reporting to 
stakeholders.     

Future RTO JCM meetings should be regularly scheduled and open to all stakeholders 
from both RTOs to hear proposals by management.  MISO and PJM should work to provide 
stakeholders with more explanation of how the JOA processes work to resolve seams issues 
that would provide benefit to all stakeholders in both regions.  MISO and PJM currently 
share seams data, modeling inputs, and assumptions but this sharing between RTOs should 
be expanded as much as possible while attempting to align problematic items and 
considering the greatest possible efficiency to benefit both regions.  

In addition, MISO and PJM modeling at the seams can cause issues to arise for two reasons:  

1)  Inputs and assumptions affect the scenarios and output.  If MISO and PJM are not using 
the well-coordinated assumptions and inputs in their modeling the analysis produced may 
not be comparable. 

2)  Modeling needs to be done at the interface on the seams. It is the understanding of OMS, 
based on meetings with PJM and utilities at the seam, that this isn’t currently being done.  

Proper modeling at the seam using well-coordinated, if not identical, inputs and 
assumptions in both RTOs should help improve issues related to constraints and flows across 
the seams.  The OMS has observed a need for further coordination of modeling inputs and 
assumptions; in recent years, the seam between MISO and PJM has changed as RTO 
membership has transitioned between MISO and PJM. 3

Finally, there is also a need for more engaging and formalized coordination between 
MISO and other non-RTO entities that share seams with MISO, for example: the Associated 
Electric Cooperative Inc. (AECI) and the Western Area Power Administration (WAPA).   

   

                                                           
3 The Indiana URC notes that PJM has made presentations that indicate it models to the AEP interface and then to 
ComEd, which means PJM modeling does not account for the seam between AEP and ComEd.  The lack of proper 
assumptions in modeling could have an impact for a utility on the seam between AEP and ComEd.  For example: if 
a utility along this seam has a constraint caused in PJM, often PJM doesn’t see the constraint if ComEd can input 
power to the system.  Therefore, it is presumed such an operational issue does not exist at the seam and one reason 
could be due to a lack of proper modeling.  However, this type of operational issue has an impact in MISO.  In this 
example, if there is a constraint at the seam, originating in AEP in PJM, it may require a utility along the seam in 
MISO to ramp down their generators to help mitigate the problem and reduce the constraint across the seam.  When 
this happens, the utility in MISO is forced into the daily market to procure power to cover its load.  The costs 
associated with these operations will ultimately be passed onto the consumers through the utility’s tariff.   
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Measurement 
 

4.  How would you suggest benchmarking and measuring both the success in resolving 
seams issues and the success of future implemented solutions? 

 

Measuring the success of any action on seams issues may be skewed by the sector or 
region that is doing the evaluating.   The OMS believes that any benchmarking or 
measurement of improvement in seams management activities should be focused on the 
benefits provided to all regions.  OMS also urges MISO and its seams partners to provide the 
additional transparency of more granular benefit analysis by the individual regions.  Such 
transparency would reveal the merits of issues both for each region and for the component 
sub-regions.  Specific metrics that OMS believes would be useful for analysis of seams 
issues are: the magnitude of any potential changes in capacity prices in each RTO; the 
magnitude of any potential changes in energy prices in each RTO; specific modeling to show 
how any potential changes are calculated; and an identification of the quantity and frequency 
of energy transfers occurring in price-efficient directions.   
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 
 

Coordination between the Natural Gas ) Docket No.  AD12-12-000 
     and Electricity Markets ) 
 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The OMS commends FERC for establishing regional technical conferences on the 

interdependence and coordination between natural gas and electricity, including further 

examination of the markets and the relationship between system infrastructures.  As regulators, 

the OMS must ensure that the public interest is protected and must weigh the impact on all 

customers, both electric and natural gas.  We recognize that difficult decisions will have to be 

made regarding regulatory approval, as the expansion of infrastructure and upgrades would have 

an impact on the costs to electric and natural gas ratepayers.   

With the OMS located throughout the MISO Footprint, our comments are founded on the 

Central Technical Conference in St. Louis, Missouri, on August 6, 2012.  MISO has identified 48 

GW1 of coal generation which requires emission controls, replacement or retirement.  With 

lower price projections for natural gas, the likelihood of retirements in MISO is estimated at 4.3 

GW2

Given the somewhat interdependent nature of the electric and natural gas markets and the 

various factors impacting electric generation and dispatch, concerns have been expressed about 

system reliability.  Among the concerns is the potential for a significant amount of new gas fired 

electric generation that may stress the existing gas infrastructure system and potentially impede 

. As a result, the dependency on natural gas may rise as it becomes a more significant 

source of fuel for natural gas fired electric generation.  

                                                           
1 Planning Overview: EPA Proposed Rule Impacts on the MISO System, MISO CSAPR Workshop, Meeting on 
October 13, 2011 

2 EPA Survey Update, June 27, 2012, MISO presentation at the St. Louis Regional Technical Conference, August 6, 
2012. 
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delivery of supply.  Collaboration among interstate and intrastate gas pipelines, MISO, power 

generators, state regulators and local distribution companies is important to strengthening key 

inter-relationships for improving system reliability, in a cost effective manner.  Therefore, the 

OMS appreciates the productive round-table discussions on:  (1) Gas-Electric Scheduling and 

Market Structures/Rules; (2) Communications/Coordination/Information Sharing; and (3) 

Reliability.  

The OMS offers thoughts on the following matters:   

First, the interdependency of the gas and electric markets and the desire to avoid gas 

disruptions that could lead to electricity shortages suggests that some level of coordination is 

needed between the pipelines and the RTOs3

Second, RTO rules for resource adequacy may not take into account fuel delivery or supply 

issues.  This raises the question if the RTO’s Loss of Load Expectations (LOLE) Study, which 

determines the planning reserve requirement, recognizes the firmness of gas supply. Specific 

recognition of unit outages or load lost or forced outage rates due to lack of generation, lack of 

fuel supply, backup fuel, or fuel storage may increase.  It may be appropriate to examine the 

need for RTO tariff and business practice changes in this regard.  

.  Alignment is needed for gas nominations and 

electric market clearings that may be addressed through changes in either or both electric and gas 

scheduling, as well through market rules to better accommodate the different electric and gas 

days. 

Third, natural gas pipelines, storage, and facilities have a history of being built only when 

there is adequate long-term financial commitment to pay for firm service.  Gas-fired generation 

with a low capacity factor may either procure interruptible pipeline transportation service or 

partner with other holders of firm service.  While this may work for combined gas and electric 

utilities, it may be useful to explore whether there may be a way for independent sellers of power 

to purchase a slice of firm services to meet their needs.  Whereas, it is up to the businesses 

involved to seek pipeline services that meet their business plans; the pipelines may also need to 

                                                           
3  Page 8; Comments of the Organization of MISO States, March 30, 2012; FERC Docket No. 
AD12-12-000 
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increase the range of services offered consistent with their customers’ needs.  FERC’s role here 

should be to examine and approve, if necessary, new pipeline services that meet those needs. 

Fourth, the actions that an RTO such as MISO takes during electric emergencies are 

important, in terms of coordinating with pipelines and perhaps coordinating with electric and gas 

utilities. This is an area where regulators could play a role to encourage proactive steps in 

communications that will promote gas and electric coordination during events impacting supply 

deliverability and reliability.  

II. COMMENTS 

A. Gas-Electric Scheduling and Market Structures/Rules  

Scheduling issues between gas-fired generators balancing real-time electric market 

dispatch and pipeline scheduling is specific to each region of the country. General issues of 

nomination cycling however, appear to apply throughout the country.  Pipelines have been 

addressing these issues and have in some cases modified tariffs to meet the needs of gas-fired 

generation customers.  Pipelines and customers should sit down to plan how their scheduling and 

tariffs can be modified to meet future needs of gas-fired generators and at the same time provide 

all firm transportation customers the reliability they are currently paying for through firm 

transportation rates. NAESB may have a useful role to play with regard to this matter.   

Transportation services on pipelines are offered with various degrees of reliability. Firm 

shippers pay fixed monthly charges for firm service and have the right to nominate (schedule) up 

to their full contracted capacity on a pipeline.  To ensure uninterrupted delivery, however, a 

customer will typically have both firm capacity on the pipeline and firm supplies of natural gas 

with a natural gas supplier.  

Natural gas fired electric generators tend to operate with interruptible gas service because 

they assert that firm service is uneconomic.  However, if a gas generator is served by an 

interruptible contract, there is the potential for curtailment of natural gas service, which could 

create supply delivery issues for natural gas intended to produce electricity and of the electric 

system, which must then respond to potential unavailability of certain generators in certain 

hours.  
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The gas nomination/scheduling timelines and the electric generation dispatch notification 

timelines are not aligned and the physical Gas Day is a different 24-hour period than the Electric 

Day.  The NAESB has discussed timeline considerations on the natural gas system in the past to 

no avail.  Consequently, scheduled gas straddles two Electric Days requiring two days of gas 

nominations to cover one day of electric generation.  

Despite a Day-Ahead Power Market, real-time dispatched gas generators may require 

transportation and balancing services on the natural gas pipeline system, in order to be reliable 

for the electric grid during real-time operations.  Coordination and flexibility between the electric 

and gas markets may be useful for the gas-fired units to provide needed electric system 

reliability.  

One issue that arises from the differences between gas and electric markets is that the 

electric Day-Ahead Market Clearings post after the deadline for a Timely Nomination (“Cycle 

1”) on the pipeline.  As a result, gas-fired generators have insufficient time after electric dispatch 

notification to schedule the delivery of an entire day’s worth of the gas supply needed to provide 

the generation committed to the power market.  Thus, it is difficult for the generators to 

accurately determine their marginal costs for offers into the MISO Day-Ahead market.  Further, 

it also makes deliveries of gas supply uncertain. This may result in exposure to real-time electric 

prices (for replacement resources), as well as, potential incurred costs for redispatch in MISO 

and exposure to real time natural gas prices for the committed gas-fired generating unit.  These 

issues have the potential to increase costs in MISO  if the amount of natural gas fired generation 

increases and natural gas fired generation is “on the margin” more frequently, establishing the 

MISO Market price. 

In order for gas to be guaranteed to flow on the pipeline for a full Gas Day, shippers must 

have firm contractual rights to capacity and must submit a nomination for such capacity in either 

the Timely Nomination the morning before the gas flow day or in the Evening Nomination 

(“Cycle 2”), the evening before the gas flow day.  Confirmed nominations in “Cycle 1” or 

“Cycle 2” begin to flow at 9:00am CT on the Gas Day.  In the absence of making such a 

nomination, a firm shipper has only one more guaranteed opportunity to access its firm capacity, 

i.e., in the Intraday 1 Cycle ("Cycle 3”), which is nominated on the Gas Day, however, such gas 

only flows for sixteen (16) hours beginning that evening.   
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Under existing policy, a firm shipper is not allowed to access its unused firm capacity in 

the final Intraday 2 Cycle ("Cycle 4") if an interruptible shipper was awarded the capacity in a 

prior cycle.  This “Cycle 4” preclusion, referred to as the "no-bump" rule, essentially gives the 

recipient interruptible shipper a minimum of sixteen hours of  "firm" capacity, despite the fact 

that the service is defined as "interruptible" and that a firm shipper has already paid for such 

capacity.  This no-bump rule may merit revisiting by policy-makers.  

Changes in Texas after the recent winter situation are an example of scheduling issues.  

For Texas Gas Transmission LLC in FERC docket RP11-2569 Orders 10/31/11 and 3/15/12, 

approved Enhanced Nominations Service by providing for 11 additional nomination cycles to the 

4 NAESB cycles.  Absent changes in gas scheduling, the electric industry could explore changes 

in electric dispatch schedules, such as moving up the Day-Ahead clearing time.  

In order to help better coordinate the gas and power markets, various alternatives should 

be considered and evaluated; including adding a fifth gas nomination cycle with a deadline one 

day prior to the operating day or moving the Timely Gas Nomination Deadline in Cycle 1, past a 

given region’s RTO Day-Ahead Clearing. Another alternative to better align the markets include 

explore changing the electric day to a standard time, independent of region; to better align 

clearings in all RTOs with gas nomination cycles. Additionally, some gas utilities offer “No 

Notice Service”; having this service available within the tariff on all pipelines should help 

mitigate issues that may arise due to the “no-bump” rule. 

 

B. Communications/ Coordination / Information Sharing 
Achieving the collaboration needed to ensure reliability of the electric system requires 

communication among MISO, the interstate pipelines, electric generators and regulatory 

authorities.  Additionally, it may be necessary in the future to involve local distribution 

companies. Given the timeline for unit retirements to comply with environmental regulations, the 

time it takes to develop pipelines, storage and transmission lines, it’s prudent to consider these 

matters now.  Among the actions that may be appropriate are long-term contractual commitments 

for gas pipelines, storage and facilities to ensure the delivery of additional gas supply.   

However, the OMS urges that prudency must still be observed when developing the next steps.   
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The OMS believes that every business that is planning a new electricity generation plant 

should develop its own short and long term business plan to meet its fuel needs, especially those 

with natural gas fired electric generation.  Ensuring reliable electric service requires clarity as to 

whether natural gas used for specific electric generators can be delivered within specific 

timelines, and such information may be able to be developed through MISO’s loss of load 

expectation (LOLE) process.  Moreover, MISO has an important role in identifying needs, but 

does not and should not determine what types of resources fulfill that need, and therefore 

shouldn’t plan the gas infrastructure that may be necessary.  It may be useful, however for MISO 

to participate as part of the process with regards to information sharing.  

Gas suppliers/marketers and pipelines are in communication with their customers through 

the use of the pipelines’ electronic bulletin boards (“EBBs”) and marketers should also be in 

communication.  The OMS would suggest that it may be useful for MISO, regulatory authorities, 

and the generation plants within its jurisdiction to also have access to the EBBs for information 

regarding the pipelines serving the region’s generating units.   

The communication process and business continuity is essential for any operations but 

most especially during times of emergencies. In the case of system reliability, the actions taken 

by RTOs, pipelines, and utilities will necessitate coordination and attention prior to an 

emergency. A role exists here for both FERC and state regulators to ensure that proper process 

are in place between the gas and electric industries, which should be practiced simultaneously 

and implemented in times of interruptions, curtailments, or emergencies. These communications 

are critical to ensure electric and natural gas loads are not curtailed and supply is deliverable. 

The RTOs know the status of generation, the pipelines know (or should know) the status of gas 

deliveries, and the utilities know which load will be served and not served.  Thus, this is an 

identifiable area where gas and electric reliability may be improved through enhanced 

communication. 

 

C. Reliability  

The OMS has some concerns with future reliability of the natural gas and electric 

infrastructure if unexpected levels of retirement of coal-fired generation units occur. One issue is 

the question of whether available capacity on interstate pipelines will be sufficient to cover an 
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increased dependence upon natural gas for electric generation.  A second issue is the location and 

amount of natural gas storage available, which will be increasingly critical to provide capacity 

for gas fired generation. Gas Storage is important to support electric generation during winter gas 

peaking conditions when gas is also needed for heating and perhaps throughout the year as well.  

A third issue is the potential to lose gas supply for generation due to an electric outage that 

affects the delivery of the gas supply. It may be useful for MISO gas fired generator customers 

and regulatory bodies to work with interstate pipelines in the region to identify what 

infrastructure currently exists and what may be needed to ensure electric system reliability in the 

future, which can be facilitated through forward planning. 

For the immediate future, pipelines need to be in communication with the RTOs during 

periods of high gas demand.  If gas flows are already high on certain gas lines, procedures are 

typically in place to notify affected customers.  These periods of high gas demand should be 

communicated to the RTOs to minimize electric outages should a sudden demand for gas occur 

due to electric system issue such as transmission outages, or changes in anticipated generation.  

It is reasonable to assume that interruptible pipeline capacity may be curtailed during 

peak gas periods when demand for gas service is high. Pipelines are generally constructed based 

on firm contractual commitments.  However, these commitments change over time. Since it 

appears that much of the MISO regional pipeline capacity is near full in the winter, it then 

becomes important to evaluate the possibility of interruptions to interruptible customers.  As 

already noted, without an alternate source of fuel for units operating on interruptible gas supply 

contracts, the electric grid can be impacted by contingencies and curtailments of the fuel supply 

on the pipeline.  The potential retirement of 4.3 GW of generation in the MISO region could 

increase this risk.  

In addition to full pipeline capacity during winter months, analysis shows that natural gas 

storage in the MISO Region may be at or near capacity, too.  It appears that most storage is 

owned and operated by nearby pipelines or a nearby utility.  Natural gas fired electric generation, 

natural gas heating loads and long haul capacity rely significantly on storage making storage 

services useful to ensure firm delivery during the winter months.  Storage services may also help 

mitigate price volatility and balance variations in demand. As previously noted, availability of 

natural gas storage facilities within the MISO Region will be important to ensure firm capacity 
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deliverability for electric generation and gas utility customers.  Unfortunately, the issue of 

storage siting is complicated because some areas of the MISO footprint are not amenable to the 

development of storage due to economics and geological conditions.  

Independent of tariffs there is some flexibility with pipelines, regarding storage services, 

which should be worth taking the time to explore.   There is operational flexibility with parking 

and loan services and gas injections into storage during the summer peak months and shoulder 

months for power.  This injection time is often referred to as a 1/7th fill because there are seven 

months of injections to fill storage, prior to a gas withdrawal season. 

Participants engaged in gas and electric coordination discussions have suggested that 

consideration be given to require firm gas supply via firm pipeline transportation for resource 

adequacy credit.  While such a requirement may be overly restrictive and discriminatory, it 

demonstrates the concerns that industry participants have because resource adequacy 

requirements produce a planning reserve requirement that is based on historical statistics.  Where 

a significant change is expected, e.g., additional reliance on gas fired generation, re-examination 

of existing practices may be in order.  The OMS states take their resource adequacy 

responsibility seriously and continue to do our best to ensure that adequate electric resources and 

fuel are available for meeting planning reserve targets.  As such, the OMS does not believe the 

responsibility for resource adequacy requirements should fall to the RTO, and urges the FERC to 

recognize the many factors that states consider when addressing this reliability issues.  

 

III. CONCLUSION  
There is no one size fits all for the various states regarding reliability and the amount of 

gas each state needs will change with time.  Consideration of the overall fuel mix, gas pipeline 

capacity, the electric transmission import capabilities, and reliability requirements shift with 

time.  Coordination within the reliability regions remains an integral planning function for each 

state as its needs change in the future.    

The first and lowest cost steps to address reliability should be identifying and resolving 

issues that lay within the flexible design of pipeline contracts, as well as with coordinated 

scheduling between pipeline nominations and electric dispatch notifications. In addition to the 

suggested changes with market rules and operations, the next step is to explore the availability 
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and use of back-up fuels.  Not all generators require firm capacity for natural gas, and 

consideration should be given to the reliability of back-up fuel sources. Next, the development of 

gas and electric infrastructure is long-term and necessary; however, economic issues arise when 

identifying infrastructure build outs to improve reliability between the systems.  In the electric 

industry, the general approach to building new facilities is to forecast load growth, show the need 

and build the transmission system to meet reliability standards with the capacity to serve the 

customer demand. In the gas industry, new pipelines are generally not developed until there is a 

need for more capacity and customers have committed via contract to relatively long term 

financial commitments for firm capacity. It is this situation that gives rise to the need for much 

greater collaboration in order to grasp the economics of how the reliability needs are going to be 

met.  

The OMS suggests emphasis be placed on developing mechanisms and processes that can 

address the unique concerns of each industry and attain the desired reliability across the two 

industries in the most cost effective manner.  It’s going to require give and take from both the 

natural gas and electric sectors in order to make this happen. Working together within the 

reliability regions and beyond will help ensure the best results as our needs continue to evolve. 

FERC’s role here is to encourage RTO tariff and business practice changes, which are prudent, 

cost-effective and provide improved coordination between both the gas and electric sectors. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 William H. Smith, Jr. 
 William H. Smith, Jr. 
 Executive Director, Organization of MISO States 
 100 Court Avenue, Suite 315 
 Des Moines, Iowa  50309 
 Tel:  515-243-0742 

 
Dated: August 16, 2012 



OMS Proposal for Enhanced Authority for Determining Cost Allocation Methodologies to 
Be Filed Pursuant to Section 205 of the Federal Power Act 

 
August 16, 2012 

 
Background 

This proposal attempts to synthesize and harmonize the proposal set forth in Clair 
Moeller's testimony of May 24, 2012 in the Arkansas Public Service Commission Docket 10- 
011-U, the proposal set forth by the Public Service Commission of Wisconsin dated June 7, 
2012, points that were made at the OMS Special Board Meeting of June 13, 2012, and MISO’s 
response to early drafts of this document. 

 
The right to make filings pursuant to Section 205 of the Federal Power Act belongs to 

public utilities, but can be shared.  See Atlantic City Elec. Co. v. FERC, 295 F.3d 1, 10-11 (D.C. 
Cir. 2002). 

 
OMS proposes to enhance state authority with respect to determining cost allocation 

methodologies for transmission projects that are regional in nature; in other words, projects to 
which costs would be allocated to more than one state, other than BRP projects below 345 kV. 

 
In his May 24, 2012 testimony submitted to the Arkansas Public Service Commission in 

case number 10-011-U, Clair Moeller proposed the following: 
 

MISO will include alternative tariff sheets and justification proposed by the OMS 
in any cost allocation filing in which MISO seeks to amend or otherwise modify 
the regional transmission cost allocation methodologies or formulae, where OMS 
has an alternative proposal to a major element or elements of the MISO proposal. 
Inclusion of the alternative tariff sheets and justification proposed by the OMS 
will be contingent upon the alternative proposal meeting the qualifying 
circumstances set forth below: 

 
1. MISO is filing a new proposal seeking to amend the existing cost 

allocation methodology accepted by FERC for any of its regional 
transmission cost allocation methodologies. 

 
2. At the conclusion of MISO's stakeholder process developing a proposal 

seeking to amend the existing cost allocation methodology: 
 

a. OMS disagrees with one or more components of the proposed 
MISO filing; and 

 
b. OMS provides an alternative approach to such component 

memorialized in the form of alternative Tariff provisions; and, 
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c. The required supermajority or special majority of OMS members 
requests [sic] MISO to include the OMS's alternate Tariff sheets in 
MISO's filing seeking FERC acceptance of MISO's proposal 
referenced above. 

 
If the qualifying circumstances are met, MISO will include the OMS's alternative 
proposal in MISO's section 205 filing to modify the cost allocation methodology. 
The OMS's alternative proposal will be included along with MISO's proposal in 
the MISO filing in the following manner: 

 
1. The OMS's alternative proposal will be in included in the filing in addition 

to, not in lieu of, the MISO proposal and will be identified as being 
requested by the OMS. 

 
2. OMS is responsible for supporting the justness and reasonableness of their 

alternative proposal. 
 

3. MISO will include such justification as well as any testimony or other 
supporting documentation provided by OMS in MISO's filing as so 
requested by OMS, contingent upon OMS providing any supporting 
language in a time frame that is consistent with MISO's schedule for the 
filing. 

 
See Sur Sur-Rebuttal Testimony of Clair J. Moeller, filed in Arkansas Pub. Serv. Comm'n, 
Docket 10-011-U, May 24, 2012. 

 
Proposal 

OMS proposes to modify and supplement its earlier proposal as follows: 
 
1. OMS would have the legal right under MISO’s tariff to request and MISO will agree to 
file an amendment to its cost allocation methodology that would be identified as an OMS 
proposed filing. 

 
2. OMS's authority to request MISO to file a separate filing would be exercisable in any of 
the following circumstances: 

 
a. Upon MISO undertaking to amend an existing cost allocation methodology. 

 
b. Upon OMS request that MISO 1) examine a change or changes in methodology, 

which MISO would not unreasonably deny, and subject to the commencement of a stakeholder 
process as provided and modified in 5. below, or 2) make minor technical and clarification tariff 
changes.  Once an examination is requested under 1), MISO shall begin the requested 
stakeholder process not more than 60 days after the date of OMS’s request. 
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For purposes of this No. 2, “examine a change or changes in methodology” means 
changing any transmission project cost allocation methodology, changing the definition of the 
classes or types of transmission projects subject to any MISO cost allocation formula, or any 
combination of the foregoing.  In the case of any dispute between MISO and OMS as to whether 
a MISO proposal examines a change or changes in methodology, the proposal nonetheless shall 
be deemed to be an examination of a change or changes in methodology for purposes of OMS’s 
Section 205 rights described herein. 

 
3. The right described above would apply to the cost allocation methodology being applied 
to new regional projects and those previously-approved projects that MISO re-evaluates in the 
future (in other words, the cost allocation methodology may be an existing methodology that is 
being applied to a new or reevaluated set of projects), other than BRP projects below 345 kV. 

 
4. This new involvement would apply immediately, not upon the expiration of the five-year 
transition period accepted by the FERC in its Order in Docket No. ER-12-480-000, dated April 
19, 2012 (139 FERC ¶ 61,056).  Nothing in this paragraph is intended to transfer costs between 
MISO North and MISO South during the five-year transition period. 

 
5. Barring extraordinary circumstances, MISO shall honor any request by OMS that one or 
more state commissioners be selected as stakeholder process co-chairs, provided OMS provides 
assurances of the availability of said commissioner(s) to help direct the stakeholder process in a 
timely manner.  At the beginning of the stakeholder process developing a proposal seeking to 
amend an existing cost allocation methodology or develop a new cost allocation methodology, 
MISO and OMS will work cooperatively to develop appropriate guidelines and time frames by 
which any alternative proposal and supporting materials would be completed. 

 
6. At any point during the stakeholder process (whether initiated by MISO or OMS request) 
developing a proposal seeking to amend an existing cost allocation methodology or develop a 
new cost allocation methodology, OMS may undertake to develop an alternative cost-allocation 
methodology, so long as 66% of the OMS voting members  agree to this 
undertaking. 

 
7. OMS and MISO will work cooperatively to ensure that OMS's alternative tariff language, 
as well as any material supporting justness and reasonableness, is filed in an agreed upon time 
frame. 

 
8. Nothing in this proposal is intended to supersede or abrogate MISO's or any MISO 
Transmission Owner's existing Section 205 rights. 

 
9. Nothing in this proposal is intended to affect any existing or currently planned 
transmission project in the 2011 MISO MTEP, Appendix A.  In other words, nothing in 
this proposal is intended to operate retroactively on currently approved projects that 
proceed without re-evaluation by MISO. 
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10. MISO shall provide the technical support (either in human or financial resources) 
in order for OMS to support the justness and reasonableness of its proposal.  MISO staff 
shall be subject to reasonable direction by authorized OMS representatives for purposes of 
developing an OMS cost allocation methodology proposal whether or not OMS ultimately 
requests that MISO files a tariff as provided herein. 
 
 
 
This proposal was adopted by the OMS Board of Directors on August 16, 2012.  The 
Montana Public Service Commission and the Manitoba Public Utilities Board abstained 
from voting on this proposal. 



EASTERN INTERCONNECTION STATES PLANNING COUNCIL 

Briefing to the Organization of MISO States 

August 16, 2012 

 

RECENT MEETINGS 

EISPC’s last in-person meeting was on May 31-June in Boston.  Their next in-person meeting will be on September 
6-7 in Chicago.  In the meantime, as reported previously EISPC Representatives have been busy participating in 
Transmission Options Taskforce (TOTF) and Phase 2 Modeling Workgroup (MWG) meetings scheduled by EIPC.  In 
addition, EISPC and NARUC began the planning for the 2013 Electricity Forum: 3 Interconnections Conference 
slated for February 2013 immediately following the NARUC Winter Meetings.  During the NARUC Summer 
meetings in Portland OR, EISPC and NARUC held two “kick-off” planning meetings and will now begin regular 
teleconferences to plan this conference.   

PHASE 2 TRANSMISSION “BUILD-OUT” PLANNING STUDIES AND MODELING WORK 
 
The Planning Authorities of EIPC (including MISO), the SSC (which includes EISPC) and EISPC are wrapping up the 
Transmission Options Taskforce (TOTF) work of identifying transmission options to use in testing the transmission 
reliability, etc. of the three Scenarios previously chosen and listed below 

1. The Business as Usual Future (Future no. 1) including the new EPA Regulations’ impacts and with revisions 
to moderate the Carbon price after 2030,  

2. A National Carbon Policy with high Energy Efficiency and Demand Response Future (Future no. 8) with 
revisions to moderate the Carbon price after 2030 plus other “tweaks”, and  

3. The National RPS Policy with a Regional Implementation Future (Future no. 6).  

EIPC Phase 2 Modeling Workgroup has begun its work of identifying the inputs and assumptions to be used in the 
next Phase 2 Task of production cost modeling of the three Scenarios.  This work will continue through August (and 
maybe later.)  EIPC is preparing the Production cost models and anticipation of the modeling beginning as early as 
later in August.  EISPC is actively involved in these efforts through their participation in the Modeling Workgroup 
and the SSC. 
 
 
ENERGY ZONES WORKGROUP   

EISPC draft Clean Energy Zones mapping tool is almost complete and on schedule to be completed by Labor Day.  
EISPC and Argonne National Lab are holding a stakeholder webinar on the mapping tool on Friday August 17th.  
OMS will be receiving an invitation to this webinar this week and we hope that many OMS members will attend.  
This webinar will be one in a series of stakeholder demo and training webinars that EISPC and Argonne will be 
hosting in the coming months to reach all audiences potentially interested in this Study and the mapping tool.   

DOE has asked EISPC to add natural gas to the list of clean energy resources and to identify and include natural gas 
resource areas in the mapping tool (natural gas pipelines are already included.)  EISPC and the Labs (Argonne as 
well as Oak Ridge and NREL) are assessing the Study structure and mapping tool to decide how best to incorporate 
natural gas.  The decision about adding natural gas as an energy resource in the Study will go before the full 
Council at its September 6-7 meeting. 



OTHER STUDIES AND WHITEPAPERS 

EISPC and NARUC have released its first whitepaper.  You may find this report on Market Structures at 
www.eispc.org and on the NARUC website.   

EISPC’s Studies and Whitepapers Workgroup, assisted by Bob Pauley, is currently evaluating proposals submitted 
in response to RFPs to conduct evaluations on Resource Adequacy and Clean Coal (including carbon capture and 
storage). 

Other Study and Whitepaper topics currently in progress include Energy Efficiency and Demand Response, Nuclear 
Technologies, and Generation and Transmission co-optimization in energy planning.  

EISPC is looking at collaborating with the Western Interconnection, ERCOT, electric and natural gas trade groups 
and federal agencies/labs in conducting a U.S.-wide study of the concept of co-planning of gas and electric 
infrastructure needs over the long term.  A meeting is being planned for the end of September inviting all of the 
parties to discuss this further. 

UPCOMING MEETINGS  

As mentioned in previous reports, EISPC has scheduled five in-person meetings during 2012.  The dates for these 
five meetings are: April 10-11 (Atlanta), May 31-June 1 (Boston), September 6-7 (Chicago), October 18-19 
(Indianapolis) and November 29-30 (Nashville).  In conjunction with the September 6-7th meeting plans are 
currently in the works for a tour of Argonne National Lab and training on using the Energy Zone Mapping tool.  
EISPC will also hold webinar meetings as needed.  Information about all EISPC meetings will be posted as it 
becomes available at www.eispc.org. 

THANK YOU 

This will be my last report as EISPC Director.  I thank you for your interest in EISPC to date and I hope it can 
continue.  I shall certainly encourage the EISPC Executive Committee and Staff to continue these reports to you.   

 

Respectfully submitted, 
Marya White, Director 
Eastern Interconnection States Planning Council 

http://www.eispc.org/
http://www.eispc.org/
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1. Extended Locational Marginal Pricing (ELMP) ER12-668-000 
FERC order issued July 20 conditionally approved MISO’s proposal.  FERC required MISO to 
execute parallel testing for 3 or more months before implementing ELMP in practice.  FERC also 
required MISO to provide complete parallel settlements statements under SCED and ELMP 
pricing during parallel operations testing.  System integration testing is planned for the 3rd and 
4th quarters of 2013. Parallel operations are planned for the 1st and 2nd quarters of 2014.  
Paul Gribik is leaving MISO at the end of August to join PG&E.  This departure may cause the 
ELMP initiative to be strained in its implementation.  Look out for MISO to announce a new 
project leader.   
 
 
2. Capacity Deliverability 
MISO presented their proposal that was outlined in their Capacity Deliverability Whitepaper on 
July 16 at a meeting with OMS and the MISO-PJM seams meeting. 
 
FERC opened the AD12-16 docket seeking comments regarding whether existing rules on 
transfer capacity serve as barriers to the delivery of generation capacity between markets 
located in MISO and PJM, and to the extent that such barriers exist, whether those rules should 
be modified to mitigate such barriers.   
 
The OMS Ad Hoc  Seams Work Group has drafted a reply to the FERC inquiry. In following 
earlier OMS Board direction, the draft response takes a relatively soft position on Capacity 
Deliverability as one of the many Joint and Common Market issues and states a need for further 
information and analysis from MISO on its proposal before more advanced OMS positions can 
be formulated and recommended to the OMS Board by Staff.   
 
The OMS Ad Hoc  Seams Work Group also met with MISO on Tuesday August 14th to discuss 
the questions that the Wisconsin PSC sent.  The discussion was good and provided greater 
understanding of the MISO proposal for the WG.  MISO is still finalizing its proposal and a 
number of issues that were discussed need to be further developed. 
 
 
3.  MISO August 7 MSC Meeting 
From the last Market Subcommittee meeting, here are some items of interest:  

 
Possible RSG Rule Change   

If MISO does not receive a FERC order by September 1 to the contrary, MISO intends to 
implement the proposed (as filed) VLR rules on September 1 subject to refund.  Although 
some details might matter, whatever version of VLR rules are implemented are expected to 
significantly shift RT RSG costs from deviations (load, generation, imports, exports, virtuals) 
to load located near chronically congested low (and possibly high) voltage facilities or 
facilities with chronic voltage problems. 

 
Removing Make Whole Payments for Deployed Contingency Reserve 

In response to an IMM recommendation to remove Make Whole Payments for Deployment 
costs for operating reserves, MISO determined that it should apply only to spinning 
reserves.  After discussions at the June and July MSC meeting MISO proposed tariff 
language and a motion in support of MISO filing with FERC. The motion failed for lack of a 
first or second. Alcoa opposed MISO’s proposal with a motion for MISO to develop a solution 
that considers deployment costs and ensures that market participants are made whole.   
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Alcoa, who provides demand response resources, said that deployment costs are high for 
demand response.   
 

Wind Dispatch vs Price Chasing Comparison 
MISO presented a comparison of pre- and post-DIR operations of a single wind farm, which 
shows that converting to DIR smoothed operations of the resource, smoothed management 
of constraints around the resource, and smoothed constraint shadow prices.  MISO noted 
that there can be communication lags that create inefficient DIR operations such as output 
being misaligned with constraint price signals. 
 

Ramp Capability Enhancement Impacts and Benefits 
New ramp products have been proposed - Up Ramp Capability and Down Ramp Capability 
products can be purchased in DA/RT as needed.  Some benefits of the proposed changes; 
load as pays only as needed, lower RSG costs as it may reduce the need for commitments, 
better commitment and reduction of headroom, and reduction in transient scarcity 
pricing/RT price volatility.  Possible negative impacts of this proposal include; no reserve 
pricing will be available which may make generators provide conservative ramp rates, this 
may also lead to lesser procurements of regulation and spinning reserves, which is a 
drawback for generators and a potential benefit for load. 
  
 

4.  MISO RSGTF August 8 meeting 
MISO presented a ranking and summary of 13 RSG issues that it will present action plan on in 
October. Participants discussed their concerns with each issue.  Some will require filing revised 
tariff language with FERC. Others require MISO reports or analyses.   
 
The IMM David Patton discussed his recommendation to net market-wide deviations (verses the 
current netting by asset owner) to determine the share of the real-time RSG costs that should 
be allocated via the Day-Ahead Deviation Charge (DDC) rate.  He said that this will help show 
which total deviations are contributing to the need for MISO to commit Resources in the Real 
Time Market.  He said that the current formula considers all Market Participant deviations to be 
cost causers. 
 
MISO presented its ideas for resolving this and discussion centered on the distribution method 
for net deviations between MP deviations and load.  MISO requested feedback prior to the next 
meeting, and after that will prepare a proposal and vet it via this group and the MSC, then file 
with FERC. 
 
MISO presented its ideas and two approaches for resolving the IMM recommendation that 
Generation Shift Factors (GSFs) not be used to determine costs allocated via the Constraint 
Management Charge rates. MISO said that the existing method does not allocate RSG costs to 
deviations that cause them.  For example, where a resource is needed only to resolve a 
constraint, then the cost should be allocated to the constraint. Participants raised concerns 
where changed allocations would increase their costs.  MISO will schedule another meeting in 
September to allow more time to discuss.  
 
 
5.  MISO August 10 FTRWG Meeting 
There are two project areas of interest, the Multi Period Monthly Auction (MPMA) project, and 
changes in Financial Transmission Rights (FTR) / Auction Revenue Rights (ARR) for Entergy 
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companies joining MISO.   MISO discussed only the Entergy FTR / ARR issue at the August 10th 
meeting.   
 
MISO’s goal is to provide ARRs consistent with historic use of the system. The current rules do 
not work well for Entergy, because in aggregate its operating companies rely on short term 
purchases much more than the typical MISO member today, due to prevalence of QFs and IPPs. 
The challenge is to develop rule changes that address reasonable needs of Entergy operating 
companies without changing out the whole MISO process.  There appears to be agreement on 
using a “contingent supplemental” approach to the problem with rule changes that apply only to 
LSEs (including LSEs in MISO North) that do not have eligible 1A resources under the current 
rules = 50% of peak load and would apply only to supplemental RSPs. 
 
The August 16 FTRWG meeting will cover the MPMA project proposal. 
 
 
6.  Waiting on FERC action 
OMS participated in these cases that are pending decision before FERC:  
 

FERC Gas-Electric Interdependence and Coordination AD12-12-000 
On 8/6, FERC held the first of several technical conferences (TCs) around the country.  OMS 
participants Bill Smith and President Kenney were on the panel.   MISO is holding regionally 
focused meetings organized in each MISO resource zone to ensure that appropriately 
understands and represents region-specific issues.  Some specific zone focused meetings 
have been held and some are scheduled.  MISO is coordinating through the PAC and will 
include the MSC participants.  The M&TWG interest is with any market changes needed and 
the resulting market effects of the coordination. 

 
ASM Zonal Cost Allocation ER10-1361-000  
The FERC rejected MISO’s proposed tariff revisions that would revise the zonal allocation of 
the costs of Operating Reserves from the current Grouped Zonal method to the Market Load 
Ratio Share method, finding it unjust and unreasonable because it does not follow their cost 
causation principles.  The OMS intervened in this case without taking a substantive position.   
Rehearing is pending on 8/30/10 requests for rehearing (MISO) and clarification (ICC).  At 
issue is the allocation of operating reserve costs between zones. 

 
For those interested, please note the following MISO meetings: 
MISO Market Subcommittee - monthly meetings (9/7 next mtg) 
MISO RSG Task Force – monthly meetings (tba next mtg) 
MISO FTR Working Group – monthly meetings (9/6 next mtg) 
MISO Seams Mgt Working Group – monthly meetings (9/5 next mtg)  
 
---------------------------- 
The OMS Markets and Tariffs Work Group covers: Energy and Operating Reserve markets, 
Market Monitoring and Mitigation. See 
http://www.misostates.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=63:markets-a-tariffs-
workscopereference&catid=60:workscopereference&Itemid=206  

 
Bill Bokram and Christine Ericson, Markets and Tariffs Work Group co-chairs 

http://www.misostates.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=63:markets-a-tariffs-workscopereference&catid=60:workscopereference&Itemid=206
http://www.misostates.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=63:markets-a-tariffs-workscopereference&catid=60:workscopereference&Itemid=206
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OMS Resources WG Report to OMS Board – August 16, 2012 

SAWG 

The July 27 SAWG meeting focused on the load forecasting due November 1 for all retail loads 
within the Local Resource Zone.  The methodology allows the Retail Choice areas to have two 
methods for determine assignment to the retail choice supplier and the Provider of Last Resort.  
Load switching after December 15 will by handle in the daily settlement process.   

The SAWG July 27 materials are 
at: https://www.midwestiso.org/Events/Pages/SupplyAdequacyWorkingGroup20120727.aspx 

The August 9 SAWG morning session focused on the Resource Adequacy Enhancements 
Implementation plans.  Testing is in progress for all of August.  The MECT User Guide is 
expected Aug. 25, the BPM Sept. 6, and the production release Oct. 1.  The RA BPM is now 
about 176 pages.  The Resource Owners will enter their generation information by Oct. 31.  The 
LOLE study results will publish the Planning Reserve Margin and Local Resource Zone 
information Nov. 1.  Peak Load Contributions will be due by the LDCs Dec. 15.  The Load 
Modifying Resource/Energy Efficiency/External Resource registrations are due by the Owner 
Feb. 1.   Sixteen more steps will be carried out through March and April.  On June 1st 2013 the 
Planning Year starts. 

There will be six new Resource Adequacy reports: 

 

https://www.midwestiso.org/Events/Pages/SupplyAdequacyWorkingGroup20120727.aspx
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The SAWG August 9 materials are 
at: https://www.midwestiso.org/Events/Pages/SAWG20120809.aspx 

 

LOLE Work Group 

There have two Loss of Load Expectation Working Group meetings since the last OMS Board 
meeting.  The July 25th meeting discussed Load Forecast Uncertainty methodology.  Work will 
adapt concepts from the NERC Bandwidth Methodology developed by their Load Forecasting 
WG.  The 2011 planning year study LFU was 4.45% and the 2012 is 4.42%.  MISO will develop a 
distribution of probabilities around the 50/50 forecast and determine and 80% confidence 
bandwidth. 

The Local Resource Zones transfer analysis steps were reviewed for determining the capacity 
import and export limits (CIL & CEL) to be calculated this August. 

The other major discussion was how to comply with the FERC RA Order 173 for the Planning 
Resource Auction (PRA).  The outline of the LOLE process, LDC/EDC demand, interim resolution 
auctions and final auction were outlined.  This included the confirmation of the suitable CIL and 
CEL.  

The LOLE July 25 materials are at: 

https://www.midwestiso.org/Events/Pages/LOLEWG20120725.aspx 

The August 15 LOLE WG new business discussion had requests for a future topic in September 
on the Seams issue with PJM and capacity deliverability and the associated transmission service 
assumptions used in risk analysis by MISO and by PJM.  The request for a discussion on 
including information from the Gas-Electric interface issues being reviewed by RTOs and FERC. 

The LFU for 2013 will be 4.91%.  I was noted the IMM made a comment on a Market 
Committee report out that the summer peak was higher than forecast and the PRM should be 
raised so as not to be unreliable.  Several of staffers said this was a mis-statement and the 
methodology takes the forecast range into account in setting the PRM.  

The wind Effective Load Carrying Capability (ELCC) was discussed with results to date for 2012.  
This also was commented on by the IMM to the effect that the capacity credit for wind was 
overstated and be re-evaluated.  The current capacity credit is 14.7%.  Sensitivity studies with 
an 80% confidence interval could put wind at 12.5% ELCC. 

The LOLE August 15 materials are 
at:  https://www.midwestiso.org/Events/Pages/LOLEWG20120815.aspx 

https://www.midwestiso.org/Events/Pages/SAWG20120809.aspx
https://www.midwestiso.org/Events/Pages/LOLEWG20120725.aspx
https://www.midwestiso.org/Events/Pages/LOLEWG20120815.aspx
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Submitted by Don Neumeyer, Chair Resources Work Group 
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